
By definition, digital production is without passion. because passion is the responsive 
faculty. 
 
They seem to be more interested in the answers than in the questions. 
 
"Your house is serene." 
 
The tragedies of childhood: Temmy Goldwasser, Pablo Orrego 
 
Reifications: how long do you practise? 
 
Don't do what he says - do what he meant. (Be a sailor, not a marine). 
 
We analyze the fine points of the intonation of an order as if it's profound philosophy, 
and all it really means is something like "take out the trash". 
 
The 333, the numbers in our souls. the three and the five. the seven. the nine. the two plus 
one. the two plus two plus one. 
 
Kant: no, you can't have those cookies. Now, you can have those cookies. 
 
Why are drone sounds threatening? Especially if there is another instrument with a four 
octave spread. 
 
an anxious skepticism, to see all emotions, feelings, as bodily manifestations. there is no 
such thing as depression, grief, etc. How do you argue with a Gertism? it is materialism 
without a dialectic, the mastery of pain, and the denial of emotion. Don't tell me what I 
can and cannot do. my body is very much in partnership with my feelings. 
 
if music didn't still speak to me deeply, why ever would I do it? It's "transcendental". 
 
cooking and music are the only activities where no voice in my head is telling me how 
stupid I am. 
 
Kant - when you try to answer stupid questions, you end up looking stupid. 
 
Recording causes a lot of sediment. 
 
Who was my real teacher? That feeling that showed up and keeps showing up each time I 
touch the piano. 
 
Ch49: it's not an edifice of piano technique. Its heights are emotional, not technical. 
Climbing is for a purpose - to get somewhere. But it's still just climbing, without other 
significance. 
 
Simultaneity and communion/community (Kant) 



 
Music is time structured according to feeling. 
 
Vision: meadow, path, cliff… 
 
Slavery is the compulsory carrying out of someone else's will. Some childhoods are like 
that. 
 
I can spend whole days without thinking about the president. 
 
Beethoven - play and happiness, w/o ignoring the seriousness of life. silliness w/o 
frivolity. 
 
Anschaungserkenntnis - intuitive knowledge (Kant) 
 
If what we see is mostly "schemata" (Kant), the role of art is to actually "intuit" new data, 
i.e., experience life. 
 
Perceptions stay in memory, even those unprocessed by the understanding. 
 
Disembodied thoughts are useless. They agitate, confuse, attract obsession - but they are 
fantasies. 
 
The smile of grim determination, and "whatever it takes". 
 
Treat everyone as if they were part of the good family you never had. 
 
Categories of my mind: dadism, momism, gertism, dianism; Das Urteil, Metamorphosis, 
Penal Colony; loud noises, music, male voices, female voices; holocaust 1, holocaust 2, 
paranoia 1, 2, & 3. 
 
Take in your sails in stormy weather. 
 
Possible causes of pain: voodoo, punishment from god, divine retribution, stupidity, fate, 
success, illusion, stress, injury, misuse, age, fear, new phase of life, self-sabotage, self-
abnegation, embarrassment… 
 
The sun is indifferent. 
 
What if you were to say to the genie, my wish is that you be my friend? 
 
Kantian abuses of reason: the urge to get life over with.  
 
Pretense - nothing bad ever happens here, and if it does, you speak about it in whispers 
and look for someone to blame. 
 



Irony is as if you know better. 
 
 
  
 
 


